A new procedure for stochastic realization of spectral density matrices as proposed in [ 6 1 is briefly reviewed. Afterwards we show how this approach may be used such that external symmetries are reflected in the stochastic realization.
valent to the problem of generating @ ( S I by passingwhite noise through a linear system (the shaping filter). Then we have to construct an n x n matrix A, an n x n matrix Q = QT > 0, and an p x n matrix C such that the stochastic differential equation
The above problem of constructing x and C is equi- with A asymptoticall stable, x zero mean gaussian, E{x x TI= 9 , AQ + QAT = -BBT an2 w: = {wt, t E [O,m): a norzayized Wiener process independent of x , yields a vector process Cx with spectral density eqgal to a ( s ) .
We also call (A,Q,C) a stochastic realization of @ ( s ) . Furthermore we require n, the dimension of the state space of a stochastic realization, to be as small as possible. If n is such we call (x,C), or (A,Q,C), a mininal stochastic realization of @ ( s ) .
x generated by ( 1 ) is equal to c(Is-A)-~BBP(-Is-AT)-~cT, Hence the stochastic realization problem for Q ( s ) is also equivalent to finding a transfer matrix kT(s), analytic in Res > 0, such that @ ( s ) = W(s)WT (-s) . This is. the s p e c t r a l yactorization problem. In a certain sense this approach is natural since Z ( s ) equals the (two-sided)Laplacetransform of the autocorrelatidn matrix of a process y with spectral density
with the p a r t i a 2 f r a c t i o n ezpension o ( s )
=
@ ( S I .
(Hence if the process is not given by Q ( s ) but by its autocorrelation matrix this is certainly the easiest way). On the other hand the partial fraction expansion requires the factorization of (high order) polynomials, which is a nonlinear problem of the same another approach to stochastic realization of C(s), which avoids the partial fraction expansion, and seems also theoretically of interest. However, which of the two approaches is algorithmically most advantageous remains a matter of study.
It is well-known that a rational spectral density matrix @(SI of a process with integrable autocorrelation function is characterized by the following propertie's
(i) O(s) = OT(-s) (this is usually called parsh e m i t i a n )
(ii) O ( s ) has no poles on the imaginary axis
Our approach is based on viewing @ ( s ) as a t r a n s f e r matrix and the following key observations.
By i) Q ( s )
is a Hamiltonian t r a n s f e r m a t r i x [2, 4] .
It follows from the state spgcg jsomorphism theorem that a minimal zealization (A,B,C) of O ( s ) (i.e.
~( s )
= C(IS -~1 -1 E) will satisfy.
for J = the say 2. any
s o e unique nonsinguiar matrix J satisfying state space of such a minimal realization is even, 2n. path in state space, the 1 : inner product of input and output is nonnegative '('91). In fact iii) implies the existence of a 1 = ET, det 1 # 0, such that 2 1 + 1x < 0
3. From (2) and ( 3 ) it follows that if 1 satisfies (4) and ( 5 ) , then so does .JE -'J. Since the set of 1's satisfying (4) and (5) is convex and compact, and the map E + J E -l J on the space of nonsingular symmetric matrices is continuous, we obtain by an application of Brouwer's fixed point theorem that there also exist Z satisfying (4) and (5) and
(6) h . Now consider a solution Z of ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) , (6) h ' e now have the basic ingredients for 2 stochastic t RF -KTPK t R = 1 1 (9) it follows fron observation 4 , and propertv ii) of C ( s ) that (9) has a aaxirnal sytmetric solution K ' and a minimal symmetric solution K-, such that KC -K-is {positive definite. By application of the-syzplectic transformation K = ( -; + :) to A , B, C we obtain
and write P = BBT. Then it is easy to see that
and that the stochastic system 
T -

N
Kitn respect to the computational side of the above procedure we nake the following remarks (see [6] for details ) . Having fixed a tsatisfying ( 4 1 , (j), there exists analgorithr. to compute a t satisfying ($1, (51 n?? (6) . The hasis referred to inobservation3 can be directly computed froc J and X. In fact Ker(1-J-11) is the upper half of the state space,while Rer (I t J-12) is the lower half. What remains to be done is the solution of the Riccati equation (9), especially K ' . We notice that after having fixed a satisfying ( 4 ) , ( 5 1 , (6) the stochastic realization (12) is uniquely determined up to a state space transformation. The possible freedom in choosing a 1 satisfying ( $ ) , (51, (6) corresponds to the partioning of the transmiFsion zeros of ~( s ) into the zeros of W(s) andWT(-s) x , equivalently, to the freedom in the choice of the covariance Q of the shaping filter.
2.
Symmetries Let v be aRain a zero mean gaussian vector Drocess --with spectral density $ ( s ) . In this section we will shor; how we can adapt the algorithm for stochastic realization of C ' s ) given in the previous section in such a way that symmetry properties of the stochastic process y are reflected in its state space realization (x,C Let y: = l y , t E IR; be a p-dimensional vector process.
An / e z s e : z n i ) s > m z : q for y is a nonsingular linear map U : IRP -+ R p such such that Uy y. Let (x, C) be an n-dimensional realization of y . h symmetry for the com-1' bined process (x,y) is a pair ( S , U ) , with C a p +RP and S a n +lRn nonsingular linear maps, such that (Sx, Vy) -(x,y). hTe will call such an S B n +Rn (hence sx -x) an 'ic;er-.=:, e >~e z + , an autocorrelation function R(t) = 5 < y(t)yT(0) 1.
Proposition 2
Let y be a p-dimensional vector process with autocorrelation function R. Let U be an (external) symmetry for y. Then there exists a minimal realization (x,C) of R and, given this realization, a uniquely determined S such that (S,C) is a symmetry for (x,y). This implies that we can choose the covariance Q of a minimal realization (A,Q,Cj such that First we will treat the case that y is given by SXS-' = X, SQST = Q , cs-' = UC. (13) ?roof: Fro-y -Uy it follows that
Let ( F , G , H j be a minimal n-dimensional realization of R, i.e. R(t) = HeFtG. Then by t$e state space isomorphisn theorem, R(t) = UR(t)G' iaplies the existence of a nonsingular S : En -En such that
The set of solution Q > 0 of
is convex and compact. Yoreover it follovs from (14) that if Q is a solution of ( 1 5 
G
Therefore we see that the general statement that an external symmetry for y implies the existence of an internal symmetry for a certain class of minimal realizations of y, is easily proved if we use the autocorrelation function of y. We will now translate the property of symetry to spectral density aatrices and show how a xinimal stochastic realization possessing a symetry can be obtained usingthealgorithm proposed in Section 1. Given such a t, there exists a basis (see equation (7)) of EZn such that
Therefore s commutes with J-lt and hence leaves the positive and negative eigenspaces of J-lt (corresponding respectively to the n eigenvalues of 3-11 which are +1 and the n eigenvalues which are -1) invariant. Since 5 is symplectic, we obtain that in this basis S has the form Now x , i and can be written in this basis as in equation (8) . Then from (17) and (19) it follows that SFS-' = F, SPST = P, S RS = R, HS = UH (20)
T -1
We now look at the Riccati equation associated to
We state separately Lemma 4 Let K+ and K-be the maximal and min'mal solution of (211, and let S satisfy (20). Then S K+S = K+ and STK-S = K-.
+
It immediately follows from the proof of Theorem 3 how we can adapt the algorithm of Section 1 to obtain a minimal stochastic realization (A,Q,C) exhibiting an internal sypetry S if $ ( s ) has an external symmetry U. In fact there exists a unique S satisfying (17).
Then we havg to find a X satisfying ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) , (6) azd t = S T t S . Takinga basis as in (7) we obtain -s o
with S the resulting internal symmetry. From a computatlonal point of view the easiest way is first to compute a solutionX of ( 4 ) , (5) and E = STts, and then to take this solution as starting point for the algorithm defined in [ 6 , equation ( 1 6 ) ] to obtain a t also satisfying (6) .
metry it is of interest to consider a proup of external symmetries U. It then follows from the state space isomorphism theorem that thgre Sxists an isomorphic group of symmetries S for (A,B,C). I n order to obtain a group of internal symmetries S for a stochastic realization (x,C) of $ ( s ) it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a E satisfying ( 4 ) , (5) and sTEz for a i l symmetries S. This is a very interesting problem.
If the group G of S is abelian, it-is clear that such a 1 exists. For take an arbitrary S E G. Theg the set E-of nonsingular E satisfying ( 4 1 , (5) and STEz = E . s
Instead of dealing with a s i n g l e external sym-
follows thAt X z is again in E;. Hence by application of Brouwer's fixed point theorem to E-and this map,-we conclude-that-the set of t satisfylng S ( 4 ) , (5) and ST 1 S = t = ST X S1 is nonempty.
By continuing this process for a set of generators of E we finally obtain a-t satisfying ( 4 ) , (5) and ST t S = S for ci?i S E 1, However this proof does not work for non-abelian groups, and therefore it remains an open problem if for a non-abelian group of symmetries for C ( s ) there exists a minimal stochastic realization of O ( s ) displaying an isomorphic group of internal sypetries. Now we turn attention to a more special kind of symmetry, namely t i m e -r e u e r s i b i l i t y .
Definition 5
Let y: = {:ty t E I R } be a p-dimensional vector process.
We call y beme-reversible if y -Ry (with R defined by
If the stochastic process y is given by its auto-1 1 (Ry)(t):= y(-t)).
correlation function R, it can be easily seen that time-reversibility is equivalent to R = RT. The following result is then obtained in [ t o ] (see also [l] ).
Theorem 6 L e t R be an a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s a t i s f y i n g
R = R T .
Then R has a m i n i m a l s t o c h a s t i c r e a l i z a t i o n ( A , Q , C ) s a t i s f y i n g
A = M A T , CM = C, Q = 1 (22)
where x denotes a s i g n a t u r e m a t r i x ( i . e . a diagonal matrix with elements +1 o r -1 on t h e d i a g o n a l ) .
exists a realization (x,C) of y such that (x,y) -P(Mx,y).
The above theorem hence effectively says that there Proof Consider the usual partial ordening on symmetric matrices: Kt > K2* K1 -K2 is nonnegative definite. Under this orderning the set K of symmetric solutions of (18) Noticz thst S is an internal Hamiltonian symmetry Theorem 7 for (H,B,C), and that S is a symmetry for the Riccati 
L e t O ( s ) be a s p e c t r a 2 d e n s i t y S a t i s f y i n g
equation (21) OT(s) ). In the following theorem we give a constructive proof how by using the approach sketched in Section 1 we can also obtain a stochastic realization satisfying ( 2 2 ) .
, * * * r I 2 signazure w t r < z .
---Proof Let (A,B,C) ,be a ~inimal-2n-dimensional realization of @ ( s ) , satisfying ATJ 2 JA-= 0, BTJ = E (see (2.3) [4] it is proved this s also satisfies -T ---
( 2 4 Let K+-and K-be the maximal and minimal solution of (9 and let S satisfy (27). Then STK+S = -Kand S ' k S = -K+ .
Proof
If K satisfies (91, then so does -S KS, by (27).
Furthermore the map K + -STKS reverses the partial ordening on the solution set of (9) . Therefore the maximum K+ is mapped onto the minimum and vice versa. 
and, since K+ and K-are solutions of (9) , that:
(see [El) . Since KC -K-> 0 we can find a nonsingular (6) and' 1 = S T I S . In the basis corresponding to E as in ( 7 ) we have S = (' g~). Finally-we have to apply a transformation whicg changes K+ -K (maximal and minimal solutions of (9)) into I, and S into a signature matrix X.
